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Introduction
Welcome to next-generation POS integration using  
custom-tailored connectors from Modulus Data. 

Gain seamless integration between your POS system and UKG 
Pro®, UKG Dimensions®,  or UKG Ready®.

Eliminate manual tasks and error-prone data entry between your 
POS system and UKG Pro®, UKG Dimensions®,  or UKG Ready®.

Reduce payroll risks by replacing error-prone processes for 
calculating tips and commissions with rock-solid automation.

No internal IT resources are needed to create a data integration. 
The experts at Modulus Data handle all custom data mapping.

Go beyond scheduled file transfer to gain near real-time data 
sharing via API to API connection.

Gain fast Integration using custom connectors tailored to your 
unique business needs.

Future-proof your integrations by running them on Flexspring, 
an integration platform as a service (iPaaS), which allows for easy 
modifications should new business rules, new payment codes, or 
new custom fields need to be added.

Increase security by reducing the creation of unnecessary user 
accounts, duplicate employee profiles, and people involved with 
manual data entry.

Modulus Data focuses solely on HR data integration. It’s all we do. We’re 
one of the leading sellers of custom connectors for POS systems with UKG.

Data integrations from Modulus Data are true point-to-point integrations 
that do not require manual interventions, do not store data, and meet 
enterprise-level security standards.

This POS with UKG Integration Guide walks you step by step through 
what you need to know to integrate your POS system with UKG easily.
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Step One: Choose your 
integration use case (or use cases)

Here are the eight most popular use cases for integrating your 
POS system with UKG. With data integration from Modulus Data, 
you only pay for the use case or use cases that you need.

All of Modulus Data’s POS integrations work with UKG Pro, UKG 
Dimensions, or UKG Ready.  

Payroll Earnings File Import.  Eliminate error-prone data entry associated 
with bringing over summaries of weekly, bi-weekly, or daily pay data from a 
report extracted from your point of sales system (POS) to UKG.

When you schedule your POS system to transfer your payroll earnings file 
via FTP (file transfer protocol), this integration automatically imports your 
data via API into UKG for payroll. (File out, API In).

This integration imports hourly summaries for workers and salaried 
employees extracted from the POS system report to UKG. This use case also 
manages vacation and leave time.
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Tips and Commissions from POS to UKG.  Fully automate tips and 
commissions data sharing with no file uploads. 

Manually consolidating data from the POS system to accurately calculate 
tips and commissions, employee earnings, withholding deductions, issue 
payouts, and process payroll is an inefficient and error-prone process 
that can subject employers to undue risks.

This integration provides hands-free, automated import of tips and 
commissions on a weekly, bi-weekly, or daily basis for workers and 
salaried employees from your POS system to UKG via an API connection. 
(API out, API in.)

This integration sends tips and commissions that your server or salesperson 
has received on your POS system and accurately adds them inside UKG so 
that your payroll admin can accurately manage the next paycheck.
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Tips and Commissions File Import.  Eliminate error-prone data entry 
associated with bringing over summaries of weekly, bi-weekly, or daily 
tips and commissions from a report extracted from your point of sales 
system (POS) to UKG.

When you schedule your POS system to transfer your tips and 
commissions file via FTP (file transfer protocol), this integration 
automatically imports your data via API into UKG for payroll. (File out, 
API In).

This integration imports tips and commission summaries for workers 
and salaried employees extracted from the POS system report to UKG.
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Time and Attendance from POS to UKG.  Fully automate time and 
attendance data sharing with no file uploads. 

Eliminate error-prone data entry associated with bringing over summaries 
of hours for weekly, bi-weekly, or daily timesheet data from your point of 
sales system (POS) to UKG via an API connection. (API out, API in.)

This integration provides hands-free, automated import of hourly 
summaries for workers from the POS system report to UKG. This use case 
also manages vacation and leave time.
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Time and Attendance Punch Time Calculation from POS to UKG.  This 
is the same use case as number 4, except that the calculations of hours are 
based on the punch-in and punch-out data provided by the POS system. 

Fully automate time and attendance data sharing with no file uploads. 

Eliminate error-prone data entry associated with bringing over clock-in and 
clock-out data for weekly, bi-weekly, or daily timesheet data from your point 
of sales system (POS) to UKG via an API connection. (API out, API in.)

This integration provides hands-free, automated import of clock-in and 
clock-out data for workers from the POS system report to UKG. This use 
case also manages vacation and leave time.
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Work Schedules from UKG to POS.  Allowing your fast-moving workforce 
to see adjustments to their schedule is essential. 

This use case sends work schedules assigned in UKG directly to the POS 
system on a daily basis (for the next 2-3 weeks) so that the worker can see 
their updated work schedule directly in the POS.
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New Hires and Employee Updates from POS to UKG.  Sometimes, you 
need to hire a worker minutes before a shift starts. With this integration, 
new hires can be handled directly in the POS system, and employee data 
sent to UKG. 

Also, as soon as a worker changes employee data directly in the POS system 
(such as a new phone number, address, or email), the data automatically 
updates in UKG in near real-time. This ensures that all employee data 
needed to contact the employee and keep them on the floor is up-to-date.
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New Hires and Employee Updates from UKG to POS.  Get your new 
worker on the floor immediately. As soon as a hiring manager presses the 
new hire button in UKG, new hire data automatically syncs in your POS 
system in near real-time with the essential information needed to access the 
functionality of your POS system. 

Also, as soon as current employee data changes in UKG, the data 
automatically updates in your POS system in near real-time. This ensures that 
all employee data needed to keep your worker on the floor stays up-to-date.
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Step Two: 
Enjoy custom integration 
powered by Flexspring

About Custom Integration

Features custom data mapping by Modulus Data  
integration experts leveraging Flexspring.

Custom integration using a POS system connector from Modulus Data 
is fast and relatively easy. The experts at Modulus Data do all the data-
mapping to create a custom connector tailor-made for your business. No 
internal IT resources are needed to create or maintain your integration.

With custom connectors, the experts at 
Modulus Data meet the unique integration 
needs of your business as well as match the 
unique data field names and data syntax 
requirements of your POS and UKG apps.

Modulus Data’s integrations have a distinct advantage: Flexspring. Flexspring 
is an integration platform as a service (iPaaS) built from the ground up by 
Modulus Data to meet the complex requirements of HR data integration. 
Simply, what SaaS does for software, Flexspring does for integration. 

Flexspring is built for flexibility and speed. Leveraging integration 
templates, the experts at Modulus Data can easily customize your 
integration to meet your unique business needs. 

Flexspring integrations are also future-proof. The Modulus Data support 
team can easily make changes in the future should new business rules,  
new payment codes, or new custom fields need to be added in UKG or  
your POS system.

Flexspring integrations are true point-to-point integrations. They do not 
require manual interventions, do not store data, and meet enterprise-level 
security standards.
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Step Three: Pricing
         Pricing per integration use case 

Pricing depends on the number of locations and the use cases. You only pay for the 
use case that you need. 

Modulus Data’s pricing also does not depend on the number of employees at 
a location. This means frequent turnover of employees or having more active, 
inactive, or partially active employees in UKG does not artificially increase the price 
of your integration. 

While the integration price per location never increases as locations increase, please 
note that the integration complexity rises. Within this pricing, Modulus Data takes 
on your additional requirements to process more data, provide more support, and 
manage more variables.

         Fast Integration 

File to API custom integrations (use cases 1-2) of the Modulus Data Connector for 
your POS system can be fully deployed in 1-2 weeks after fulfilling requirements for 
file transfer, mapping, and API access. Typically a client takes 1-2 weeks to provide this 
information to Modulus Data, although some provide the information within days.

API to API custom integrations (use cases 3-8) of the Modulus Data Connector for 
your POS system can be fully deployed in 2-4 weeks after fulfilling requirements for 
mapping and API access. Typically a client takes 1-2 weeks to provide this information 
to Modulus Data, although some provide the information within days.

Use Case One-time  
Setup

Price Per Location 
Per Month

1. Payroll Earnings File Import $1,000 $15

2. Tips and Commissions File Import $1,000 $15

3. Tips and Commissions from POS to UKG $3,000 $40

4. Time and Attendance summaries from POS to UKG $3,000 $40

5. Time and Attendance Punch Time Calculation from 
POS to UKG $6,000 $80

6. New Hires and Employee updates from UKG to POS $6,000 $80

7. Work Schedules from UKG to POS $6,000 $60

8. New Hires and Employee updates from POS to UKG $3,000 $40



When experts When experts 
connect data,connect data,
you have you have 
peace of mind.peace of mind.

We love to talk about 
data integration.  
Please reach out with  
any questions or to tell 
us about a new use case.

YAN COURTOIS
CEO & Founding Partner
917.618.9536
ycourtois@modulusdata.com

BONNIE McMAHON
SVP Sales
508.641.0655
bmcmahon@modulusdata.com

SARA BRAGG, CHRL, CHRP
VP Customer Success
705.761.4854
sbragg@modulusdata.com


